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NOTES BY THE WAY.

some. If Mr. Stead is so easily influenced by his secretaries
and collaborateurs, it is surely not impossible for him to
have been acted on by some agency still embodied in tlm
flesh, even in his communications with “Julia,” though it
is not very likely. Tt is certain that no attempt will bo
left unmade by the “dweller on the threshold ” to destroy
that proof of unseen disemlxxlicd intelligence which is so
real to many, but which we want to be real to all. Some
may not quite realise how persistent, us well as malevolent,
are these attempts, but those who have to fight this fight
know only too well what they mean. It is only because of
the firm conviction of this that our fears as to the result of
Mr. Stead’s developments have been expressed. Spiritualism
is not only u science, but an experimental science, and somo
of the experiments are hard to work.

In “Lioht” this week there appears the first part of
n very lucid address by the Rev. (I. W. Allen on the philo
sophical speculations of Lake Harris. Mr. Allen has ex
pressly stated that the personal character of Luke Harris
does not come within his purview, and this we emphasise
here. Mr. Allen’s paper is full of suggestion, and to the
suggestive aspect of the subject we must confine ourselves.
No sacrament iB damaged in its efficacy by the personal
character of its aduiinistrant, and no system of philosophy
has anything whatever to do with the expounder of the
The old accusation of immorality as the outcome of
system. What a man says is all we have to do with ; why
Spiritualism is being revived. Gross assertions were made
h? says it is not in our province to ask.
by “ Pastor” Frank Smith, of Peckham, in this connection ;
There is a paragraph in an editorial of the “ Christian and as no special notice has been taken of them certain
Commonwealth ” which has in it a good deal of reasonable publications, mostly obscure, have supposed that these
suggestion when we consider what Mr. Stead himself has assertions are accurate. There are, doubtless, many evil
said about his communications with the living, and his minded Spiritualists just as there are evil-minded Baptists,
repudiation in that connection of anything like a Wesleyans, or Roman Catholics. But to condemn the
Church of Rome because Alexander Borgia was once Pope,
Spiritualistic hypothesis:—
Of course, it is possible to maintain with considerable or because the monasteries had become hotbeds of vice,
plausibility the hypothesis that Mr. Stead is himself labouring would be as ridiculous as to condemn the simple devotions
under a delusion ; but as he would not for a moment admit of the peasant because of the Stigginses of the “ Brick-lane
such a hypothesis, we are very willing to grant that he is the Branch.” There are some natures so debased that every
subject of some unseen influence just as he supposes he is. The opportunity of gratifying their vile propensities is seized
question, then, arises, What influence is this ? Mr. Stead himself upon, but if Spiritualism has been so abused, Spiritualism
greatly helps us to another hypothesis. In his communications
itself is pure. The most perfect religions have been misused
with living persons he denies that an intermediary is necessary.
Indeed, he flatly says that he does not attribute his power to by the malevolent, but that misuse has never depreciated
communicate with living persons at a distance, in the mysterious the true value of the religion.
*•*.
■____________ . ■
manner he does, to any spiritual influence.
Why, then, is it
The “ Daily Chronicle ” concludes a very appreciative
necessary to assume that the communications which he alleges
to have received from the spirit-land are really from disembodied review^ of “ The So-called Dead ” with these significant
spirits! Is it not much more reasonable and scientific to be words :—
lieve that all his communications are due to some occult power
These be things which come not within the ken of mundane
which control* him through the influence of living agency ? philosophy. We have not seen them ourselves, so we cannot
May it not be that Mr. Stead is under the influence of Home vouch for them ; but, having expressed our belief in the good
hypnotic force, and that he is really made to write by some faith of the writer, we feel no indication to belittle them.
So
living person who has gained this control over him 1
Indeed, fur uh we luive been able to perceive, during a careful reading of
may it not turn out, after all, that the “ Julia ” who has been the book, the conditions under which the experiments were
writing messages to him from the spirit-land is a veritable living made left nothing to be desired, and here are the results soberly
jiersoiwlity who is using him for some special ends f We do not set down by a man, and a clergyman, of seemingly transparent
say that such is the case. We simply Hay that such a hypothesis honesty, and of undoubted intelligence. Readers, sceptical or
is altogether more reasonable than to suppose that these mes otherwise, may make what they please of them. We hold no
sages really do come from some disembodied spirit.. There are brief for the Spiritualists, and we may add that the only profes
phenomena connected with hypnotism, clairvoyance, Ac., of sional mediums with whom we ever came in close contact were
which no satisfactory explanation has ever been given. And if a trio of the most contemptible rakes and rapscallions in Europe.
it be true that a hypnotised person may be compelled by the But, as we have said, we arc clean out of tho atmosphere of
sill of another to even commit murder, it seems to us not at all Sludge in the book which we have here discussed. A final word.
improbable that anyone who has really hypnotised Mr. Stead The Psychical Research people seem to think that they have
disposed of the “miracles” of Spiritualism when they have
could use his hand to write any message he or she pleased, found a con jurer who can imitate them. That, of course, is
without letting Mr. Stead know who it is that controls him. If nonsense. The fact that a conjurer can do certain things by
Mr. Stead insists upon a scientific explanation of the singular trickery is no proof that Spiritualists can not do them by other
plmnomena to which he calls attention, wo consider that our means. Hocus-pocus by a conjurer with a locked slate and a
uphiuitieii is more plausible than any he has as yet suggested. wisp of muslin has really nota great deal to do with the question
whether Spiritualists can or cannot raise the dead. As well
We do not say we endorse this supposition. ; but that refuse to believe in a thunderstorm because they can produce
"welloutside influeuw Mi be used, and is used, is known to first-fate lightning at the Lyceum,
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t
The “Christian Cuiiiiiioiiwi-.-illli," iifli-i gelling it fail' >
amount of copy out of Mr. HI,end, him become virtiioim, mid <
han regaled its reader;, who po-iibly were becoming
MAGIC CURES.
demoralised, with a short article on the “ l-.tlm.-ri of
Spiritualism.” As to what Spiritiiulism io ite higher and
Under this heading Uk- “ Hospital " has eoJ|
la-iter developments iik-iuik tho writer of the article is ,
of alraiige ntm'die* wliicli w< ic not, jH:rluqW)
ho|x-less|v at sea. The following i-., perhaps, true :
,the outcome of eupciHtilion its of the |x:i'V«$rted uppjj
Our own knowledge of the reaulte of Spiritualistic h-ndlihg of
, old world knowledge '•—
does not h id us to hope tluit the nineteenth century will wind
Among the most prominent features of the i-ure |,
up in a blaze of glory if a bureau of communication could be (oiyur, magician, Olxxdi man, and the like is Hie prim,;
established nt Mowbray I louse between thin and the spirit life fora life. Originally, a human life 1
world, with Mr. Stead an chief niediuiii.
slaying of a plague, ortho re»l/<ration of
•• Our own knowledge " evidently does not mean much, l.iter 0:1 it was felt that bbxxi was the
(<|
nr the reference to Mowbray House in I hia cjinfuwd manner and the life of some animal was subatiluUid. Ji.
would not have lx-en made. The writer, whose knowledge tmdeiuMxxl that the propitiation of s-mie j/iwcr worlcii,.
of ethic* i« covered by the expression,“ the holiest sanctions man underlies this principle, ftneu admit the neiuj j,
which the Bible enjoins ” -which may mean anything, and, piliating the p-iwers of darkimn, and every kind <4 ,jt
obs«;rvan<y: accumulates round it. To thia principle
"
with such a writer, probably means nothing -g<x-s on : —
cribed all the revolting preacrifitions connected with -levi*
Indeed, we ate deeply impressed with the importance of the crime common to former ages, such as the l/rnJi of a ,1^' '
ethical side of Spiritualism to which attention lias been called. haii'i for curing warts, tho we iring of gallowa chi|M l’»r
We know quite well that in the I’niled States at least, where valued ingredient in jx/tiona of okas fnan a deed man’s »j,"
Spiritualism had the fullest opportunities to test its practical preference that of a thief or murderer;, and all the
utility, it lias resulted in demoralising church life, family obli pl'Ah--iiitneahUh got U/gether by Macbeth’s witehes.
u
*<•
gations, and in many cases has broken down all the barriers
But the sacrifi'xs of a life wax generally, by Hu,
between vice and virtue which are distinctly taught in the Word jirojM, '-ombined with or prefernxl
T
then*: cr>xzkx4
of God, and generally recognised by men. And when this fact adopted, it would seem, by the r«^ular practiti/mer ^'r"
»■
is placed by the side of another important fact it seems to ijh spirit of imitation, in pure ignorance of the source fr<m, wi
it
that the case is clearly made out that Spiritualism, as a practical they sprang. It may not be am'm te quote in illu^j^,
ft
help to right living, is already a demonstrated failure. The this system of vie irioiw aacrifiee an example taken
* *
other fact is the entire absence of evidence tliat Spiritualism life of no leas a person than Blaise Pascal, ami surely
P
lias done any special gmxl.
curious bit of irony on the part of Fate to omnuA a
1 ft b
Now, this writer makes two iLSsertions of which he gives authenticated*' sViry <4 wivJicr-ift with the infajjey
».
no proof : The first is that it is Spiritualism as such which acute thinker and vsvete aerutiniaer of facts. The
b
lias done all thin evil in the United States ; tho other is related by his niece.
* * I «
It seems tiiat the Ixiby Pascal at the axe of cm- »
tiiat there is no evidence “that Spiritualism has done any
h
£
special good.” We have yet to learn that the evidence in into a state of languor, vane<l only by cxtmjrriinary tnj^
L
favour of a system of thought leaving done any special of rage at the sight of water, or what was still m->re
when hia father or mother drew near
each otluer in },.
1
good is to be taken as evidence in favour of the rightnews
ence. Tliia went on for a year, till he was near death,
of that thought; but the second condition goes much
woman was then brought to <xmfe% that she liad ea< € * I
further: it means that the “Christian Common wealth ” over the child out of spite, and tiiat the apell waa
knows what “good” is. The criteria appear to l/e of the usual “ My afflicted grandfather exclaimixl, * What, iu>x» ^2”*
materialistic kind : —
then die '' She replied tiiat there was a remedy, jz^» T*
I
How many colleges has it endowed ? How many hospitals s<,mixme must die in his place, and remove the ..p^i*
I
has it built and sustained
What is it doing to-day for the grandfather said, ‘ I would rather my s*m died than
i
amelioration of society ? Has it done anything te feed and should die in his. stead.’ She said, 1 You can transfer r>lt * •
to an animal.’ My grandfather rd&red her a horse,
clothe the poor ?
I
k
It might very well Ire answered that the foundation of him tlwt without going to such great expense a cat
<
sufficient, and he ordered one to be given her.’’ TV cm*,
colleges and of hospitals is not necessarily an unmixed
«
eventually thrown out of a window at a height of six ief
good, and that the scientific demonstration of the existence
I
the ground, and was taken up dead. Pascal’s father Uses
of another world mutt ameliorate society, seeing that it would did not recollect until too late that all this involved a fresh a
show that there ought to be no poor, which is better titan vocation of the devil. When the true significance of it dtv&w
clothing and feeding those who are the result of a debased on him after the diild's recovery “ he repented harinz os
system of ethics :—
occasion for it." The cure was completed by the
a
heriss (daw* I
Me do n<< see tliax it explains anything about the future life a jxsultice made of nine leave* rzf three kirxl*
that is not plainly stated in the ScrifAures ; but even if it did each stet; culled before 'lawn by a child under seven years
This is a typical caae. With 'n- without the element U a
do so. we should nave little faith in its explanations, while the
life which spsrifiaiism begets on eaitu does not tend towards( previous l>ewitching pnAXAs hundreds <A case* might be ts» 1
from altu'rtt any age or country contuning this een’r&l
the life Oew.-nbed on the other side of dtsuXh.
t
This we pass over, as it does not seem to have any of a life f</r a life. Is it t>r> fanciful to traoe in the auifi !
practice of vivisecUon a scientific development of what aa»
meaning, and come to another misleading paragraph : —
too 'dten the mainsju-ing <A vulgtt and cruel superstition' T*
M e do not wish to intimate that there are not many devout, beaut if ul experiment of which we read w>m«ime* whri'
spirit ually-mmded, and Christ-loving men and women who are dev'jte‘1 surgeon sumnden blood frwu hU own vein* m f*
professed Spiritualists. We simply affirm tlxat the general trend life to hi» tAtieut marks the iiiglieet pitch tzi which eeicute -*
oi .Spiritualisticteachingia to Lmseu the authority of God’s Word (.limixxl along a rowi conspicuous at ite otBast by ke
with rezpeet to some of the most important matters <A life and crooked windinga.
7
death, of time arid eternity.
A second feature largely present in the reczytded
In the face of eu/.-h ixxJu as “ spirit Teachings ” and the magic trimtment of >li*ea>e i» that of sympatir. 6>l
“The Higher Aepecte of Hpiritualiran ” it is difficult to read thing was done te an object 'generally inaniina)o:/ «jr»v.®ix£i’
y#
the following without feeling that the writer has either a with the jAtient. <jt owly momentarily
from this action the gravest toiiMx^ue&tes, either £.< rsA *1
very carious Ebrarj'or make-, a singularly curious use of
evil, were held Uj eus-ie. The stairbing of wax e&riev A
the one he has—the last sentence is strangel v fatuous :—
enemies, eutwteady charged against witches, i, tJ(
M’e have in our possession almost a library of works on and in the art of healing the prixuiple was very w*lcly rec^'^
Spiritualism. and we can affirm without the slightest fear <A vm
A few Inxlarvcee mux l>e quoted.

LIGHT.
Ijpvlc giv<» th<’ vase "? 11 physician who, having tried all
t.» got- ri<l "f a " marasmus,” or ague, triud the sympa(rentine.nt. “ Ho
nil egg mid boiled it hard ; ho then
,, lxelkin perforated the shell in many places, and buried il.
„nl li'IL "hero ** "as kept to lie devoured by tho ommuts,
I as they wasted tho egg he found his distemper to abate
11 (his strength *" hiere.iso, insomuch that his disease loll him."
'"'srofnlons or rickotty children were commonly passed naked
(linlli.<h a cloft tree. The tree was afterwards bound up and as
t united the child gained strength.
' \ n-hitiio of tho writer was strongly urged, m t many years
la- an old apple woman, to try tlm following euro for catarShe was to steal a piece of beefsteak, apply it for a short
'(jun, tolls'eye, ami then bury it, when the disease would pass
tt-4V with the decay of the meat, A similar remedy is quoted
I,r drove for tho cure of warts.
Hie eminent antiquary, Mr. Douce, says: “ It is usual with
uiinv persons about Exeter who are affected with ague to visit
,t <le.id of night the nearest cross road five different times, and
then- bury a new-laid egg. The visit, is paid about an hour
^•lorrtlie tit is expected, ami they arc persuaded that with the
egglhey shall Iniry tlm ague."
A nail driven into an oak tree is to cure toothache, ami obcinate fevers may be reduced if the patient will pare his nails,
nctliein to a crayfish, and throw them behind him into a river.
Such observances might bo almost indefinitely' multiplied.
They appear to depend on a sense of the mystery of tho uni
verse: on a perception of sonm unseen relation of things which
wiiders it possible at haphazard to touch springs setting dimly'
iiatgineil powers at work. Something of the same blind conjtlenec in mighty results to follow, may be experienced by a
wincess when pressing the knob which is to launch a man-ofuar. Headers of George Borrow' will remember the auto
biography of the man who was a victim to tho mania of
••touching." lie relates that, during an illness of his mother’s
he was visited in the dead of night by an irresistible conviction
that if he could touch tho topmost twig of a large tree near the
house she would recover. At the risk of his life he performed
the feat there and then, and, unhappily for the confirmation of
his delusion, at the exact moment when a favourable change
was noted in the invalid.

MR. STEAD AND THE

“SPOOK.”

The “Christian World,” whose clear utterances as to
the Unseen were noticed in “ Light ” of last week, simply
refers, under the above heading, to Mr. Stead’s later
assertions in the following words :—
What are we to make of Mr. Stead’s mental telegraphy and
his “spook " ? The Psychical Research Society is going to
eMniine the evidence, but in the meantime, to an interviewer
of the “ Christian Commonwealth,” Mr. Stead said things that
Bake us simply gasp. He claims that by pure thought he can
communicate with persons at a distance. He has brought one
lady in London to his office more than once by simply wishing
her bi come. Then, as a writing medium, people at a distance
an take and utilise Mr. Stead’s mind in such a way that his
Innd writes down any messages they please to send. And it is
nut the embodied only, but disembodied spirits can exercise the
sine power; and here the “ spook ” comes in. She is a deceased
Inly known to many poople, and she has communicated to Mr.
Stead facts quite unknown to him, and in some cases facts that
W been forgotten, until recalled to them, by persons directly
wncemed, of minute events known only to her and to those
persons, and the persons have borne testimony to the accuracy
d the communications. The lady’s colloquial mannerisms and
Americanisms have also been reproduced in her messages written
by Mr. Stead’s hand. Only on Saturday week, at a sAince in
his office, the “spook ” was soon standing behind Mr. Stead by
Mrs. Bliss, a clairvoyant, who, although sho had not known the
My. at once went to the mantelpiece and picked out. her portrait
fmiu a number of others. Mr. Stead's theory is that we each
tare quite distinct a physical and a mental personality, and that
'he latter can be utilised by another mind to control tho physical
[wwnality.
But why use this word “ spook ”1 Either the thing is
•wious, or it is not. If it is serious, then any word used
*hicli conveys the idea of noil-seriousness is out of place,
Mid the word “ spook ” is one of these.

R7
THE SEVEN

PRINCIPLES.

In an army tlm appearanco of the rank and filo tells us often
morn than the bulletins of generals. Of late, many of the less
known members of the Theosophical Society have been pub
lishing quarto orange pamphlets. 1 have read some of these.
Certainly the contempt of these writers for the “ mere husk ” of
tlm Spiritualists is quite as great as that of their president for
Mr. Staintou Moses. Tlm readers of “ Light ” hold many di
vergent views about God, tho next world, A'c. But I think
that all desire to know uh much as possible about occultism.
If tho millions of souls, who in many lands call themselves
Spiritualists, have only reached t.lm “ husk,” it would be charit
able to lot tlmm have a littlo corn. Any gleanings that I luvve
got from my reading 1 will give for wluvt they are worth.
“ Buddhism,” meaning tho religion of Madamo Blavatsky,
ami not that of Sakya Muni, had at starting throe main
teachings
1. —There is “no God, personal or impersonal.”
2. —Outside living humanity and the “rosy” prison of
Devachan there are no beings except malignant
fiends. It is the function of “ Buddhism ” to con
trol theso, but never to consult them.
3. —Tho Seven Principles of Man. Wo need not waste
time on the two first of these articles of religion.
They have been I will not say thrown out of
window—but packed up in brown paper, and placed
in a lumber-room. But the third tenet is treated in
quite a different way.

I must admit that the first effect produced upon the outside
reader of the orange pamphlets of Theosophy is a sense of
hopeless depression. Sprinkled about are phrases like this “The
initiates will know what I mean,” “ Verbum sat sapienti, &c.”
When Lavater’s violent death is mentioned we have this alarm
ing phrase, “ Let those who are entering on this study consider
well the dangers that bristle in the path.” It is announced that
the mighty mysteries have sometimes been learnt without a
“ retjiilnr (italicised) process of initiation,” but that the direst
calamities have always resulted. As the poor student of Spirit
ualism reads all this a mighty terror seizes him. Would Eliphas
Levi have called his last stance with Husk regular and under
proper guidance ? But soon a ray of hope arises. Mixed up
with grave and alarming warnings, he sees constant allusions to
the “ Seventh Principle,” the “Fourth Principle,” and so on.
It soon becomes plain that with the modern Theosophist all this
about the principles is the great, arcanum.
Let us write down the Seven Principles :—
1. —The Body (Rupa).
2. —Vitality (Jiva).
3. —Astral Body (Linga Sharira).
4. —Animal Soul (Kama rupa).
5. —Human Soul (Manas).
0.—Spiritual Soul (Buddhi).
7.—Spirit (Atma).
Now if we examine the most approved Theosophical explana
tions of these “principles,” what do we find ? A confused
jumble of two totally distinct ideas. At starting, Madame
Blavatsky seemed to have meant by the word “ principle,”
what Dr. Johnson means—principle—from prineipiuin—that,
which is from tho beginning—primordial substance. But the
good Russian lady whose mind was too quick to be logical,
seems to have forgotten all this before sho had done, and
writing “current® ealamo ” to have changed her seven prin
ciples into seven states of spiritual progress. Of number seven
sho thus writes in the first draft (“Theosophist,” October,
1881), “The Spirit—an emanation from the Absolute, uncreated,
eternal, a state rather than a being.” This, according to strict
laws of English, means nothing at all. How can a "state” bo
an “ emanation ” I Madame Blavatsky probably meant that
after many years, thousands and thousands according to occult
teaching, a man may become of such lofty spirituality as to be
one with God, a Being who had not apparently been dethroned
and rendered “unconscious" by the Mahatmas, when her
article was written. But how can n state that a man reaches
in a million years bo called a “principle”? This confusion of
thought is also conspicuous in “Esoteric Buddhism." The sixth
principle is “not in us,” but said to bo “hovering over us."
(p. 2(1.) Wo learn too, that the “higher principles” are not
“fully developed at first.” This would, however, make no
difference to a man, for if tho sixth principle is not to be in him

.
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until after nt least 81x1 rebirth* it does not signify much where
BUDDHIST HELLS.
it is hovering. But this confusion becomes worse confounded
The “ Literary Digest. ’’ gives the following short
"hen we deal with the fifth principle, “iiianns.” Mr. Sinnott
tries to make that also a state of spirituality. He calls it of an article by Leon Feer in the “.Journal Asiatique " fOt
“human soul." and says that in the “majority of mankind " it the last quarter of the year 1892 :—
will Ih' long la-fore it develops.
It is a “ portion of this
Landresse, for his version of “The Voyage of Fa.|ii.iut"
principle" (the language gets <|uninter and quainter) which, wrote an extended and instructive Note on the Buddhist hi-lk
commonly called the astral body, is sometimes projected to a He gives the names of these places of torment, amla descripti.^
distance by an adept. Manus is simply the Sanskrit word for of I he sufferings undergone therein, without naming the crime,
the intellect, and up to this point, the original conception of the which are there expiated. More recently S. Beal, in his trails,
Bussian lady seems to have been intelligibly carried out. To lai ion of ext racts from the Buddhist Scriptures, has taken up
make thisa state of the soul that the majority of men cannot the subject. The texts which he gives appear to be the sun,
hope to grasp until they become " fifth rounders," and what ns those which Landresse had examined. Beal writes generally
not, i* certainly far from rational. Butin Mr. Sinnott's favour about the crimes which are punished and the length of the stay
it must Is-said that he had to make some sort of sense of (he in the hells, details which are lacking in Landresse.
following definition of the fifth principle (“ Theosophist,"
The generic name of hell in Sanskrit is Aoivi/.n. Tin
October. 1881): “ The physical intelligence, or consciousness, Chinese call it, Ti-i/o, which signifies a “ terrestrial, subterra
or Ego, analogous to. although proportionately higher in degree, nean prison." Landresse gives us the name of thirty-two hells,
than the reason, instinct, memory, imagination, Ac.. of the of which sixteen are “ little " and sixteen “big.” The sixteen
higher animals." In a work published by Messrs. Triibncr, in big ones arc divided into broiling and icy, and there are eight
matter of fact Ludgate Hill, a trained writer could not well of each kind.
The Buddhists of the South have no coH
talk about a “physical " memory, a “physical " imagination, a hells.
“ physical" reason. But if these are Kabbalistic words that
Beal has a description of the eight cold hells, which com.have come from Mahatmas, do we gain as Occultists by Mr. spends almost exactly with that of Landresse.
The suffering,
Sinnett's substitution* I
of the damned therein consists essentially of cracks or other
Of the lower principles I need not say much. I must, how alterations. of the skin, the blood, and the bones, caused by
ever, point out one quaint slip. The Western mind, knowing excessive cold.
nothing of the metempsychosis, has a very vague idea about
The names of the first five hells are nearly the same in the
wliat the Hindoos mean by the “linga sharira.” A Western knows Sanskrit, the Chinese, and the Pali. As to the three remaining
that he has from his mother an atomic body (rupa) at starting, hells, the names differ in the three languages named. Yet the
und he hopes to get, but is little doubtful about it, a glorious nine words are all the names of the lotus, adopted, say tli,
laxly (linga sharira) at the Resurrection. With the Hindoo this Chinese texts, because the ulcers produced by the cold take flit
order is reversed. The “ linga sharira ” is the perpetual envelope form of the different varieties of the lotus flower.
of the soul. “ It is primeval,” says Colebrooke in his analysis of
According to one commentary, held in repute among some
the Sankhya philosophy (Essays, Vol. I., p. 245) “transmigrat Buddhists, the names given to the cold hells designate, not the
ing through successive bodies, which it assumes as a mimic existence of the cold hells, but the length of the stay which
shifts his disguises to represent various characters.”
the damned is obliged to make in each. According to one
Now it is very plain that both Mr. Sinnett and Madame text, respected by some, the damned must remain in the firs
Blavatsky, misled by early Western teaching, have quite failed of the cold hells five hundred years, in the second a thousand
to grasp this. The Russian lady meets, let us say, Root Hoomi years, and so on, at the same rate of progression, which reaches
Lal Singh. She pronounces that he has rupa, an atomic body, thirty-two thousand years in the seventh hell, and sixty-four
and “linga sharira," and that these are “principles," things thousand in the eighth.
that have existed from tire beginning. But if Koot Hoomi Lal
It is not easy to harmonise the Northern and Southern texts
Singh has been on earth “at least 800 times,” with a gap of of the Buddhist Scriptures.
These differences, however, are
1,60*1 years between each re-birth, his rupa, far from having been inspired by the same thought : to frighten the guilty and force
with him « principiu, will have come into existence 1,280,000 them to turn away from evil-doing by the prospect of long,
years after his "linga sharira.” The misapprehension grows varied, and terrible punishments which, as recompense for
more marked when Mr. Sinnett tells us that a ghost is a “ mere their bad actions, they will have to undergo after their
aggregation of molecules.” It is the “ linga sharira” without a death.
soul. (“Esoteric Buddhism,” p. 23.) This is exactly what it is
All the Buddhists agree as to the existence of eight burning
not. For if the “ linga sharira ” is present, the soul, according hells. These eight, which some double or divide into sections,
to all Hindoo ideas, must be present also. Another statement correspond to one ascending grade in the intensity of the suffer
made by Mr. Sinnett is that the “ linga sharira ” is “perishable ing, the duration of the punishment, and the criminality of the
in its nature,” and “absolutely done with by man at his death.” condemned.
Here again we have complete proof that neither Mr. Sinnett
nor his female inspirer had any Asiatic mind behind them to LENTEN LECTURES AT ST. NICHOLAS COLE ABBEY,
KNIGHTRIDER STREET, E.C.
cheek their vagaries. Mr. Subha Rao was once accused of this,
but he has, I believe, repudiated the seven principles.
A course of lectures will be delivered at this church durint
If this sort of "Tiling really initiates an inquirer into
Lent, 1893, by the Rev. G. W. Allen, under the general title of
the higher mysteries, he would, of course, be willing to
“ The Gospel of Christ and the Problem of Evil.” The first of
disjwnse with sense and lucid English. But does it do so '! Is Mr.
these lectures, that on “ The Problem of Evil in Non-Christian
Herliert Burrows with this “real corn” so very, very much
Systems,” will have been delivered before this issue of “Light
HUperiorto Mr. .Stainton Moses with his“ mere husk”? Have his
is in the hands of our readers. The other three take places
occult fiowcra ever enabled him to rise up and write his name on
follows :—
the ceiling of a room ! Has he ever projected his “ linga sharira”
Thursday, March 2nd. — “ Tho Problem as it Stands in
from London to Pans without the aid of the “ Calais-Dou vres ” ?
Christian Metaphysics.”
Has lie conversed like Mr. Stainton Moses for hours together
,,
„
9th.—“The Fall.”
I
with the spirits of the Heaven of Brahma? “Oh,” say the
,,
,,
16th.—“ The Redemption.”
Theoxophists, “ that is not only husk, but mildewed, poisonous
,,
,, 23rd.—The lecturer will answer suck '
husk"! And yet these feats are amongst the Shaddhabhijml,
questions as may have been
thesis magical “ Knowledges ” of early Buddhism, And Madame
sent to him at 33, Bloomsbury
square.
Blavatsky at first certainly based her claims upon her miracles.
We must remember, too, that Mohini was first introduced in
Before oach lecture there will be a short service, beginnini
London as a sort of adept, but that he broke down with some at 8.15 p.m., the lecture is at 8.30 p.m.
hocus-pocus with a newspaper before Anna Kingsford. Mr.
We call attention also to the meetings of the Christ*
Eglinton, too, was patronised by the Theosophical Society,
Theosophical
Society, which take place at 33, Bloomsbuiy
when he Wils thought to help them. Theosophical initiates
consist of two groups . a small group who still write “F. T. S." square, W.C., every Thursday; at 8 p.m. on the first Thursdnf
after their names, and a huge group who say openly that they | in the month; and at 4 p.m. on every other Thursday. As’®
joined the Society to learn magic, and that they were fobbed off | interested persons are invited, wu hope many will attend thus'
with transparent excuses, and never learnt anything.
| meetings, where a very important side of our subject is beiill
Alif. | developed.
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RECORDS OF PRIVATE SEANCES
from notes taken at the time or EACH sitting.

No. XL.
i

From the Recokuk of Mrs. S.

November 10th, 1874.—Tho circle met as usual. Raps were
he,ini on the table before 1 had closed and locked the door.
The room was soon filled with masses of spirit-light. Mr. S. M.
Iw<l been spending the day with us, as he was not well. Several
times during the day wet scent of the most fragrant description
<»«tsl from the crown of his head. When it was coining, he said
there seemed to be an icy cold circle round the part of his head
which became wet with the scent. While he was experiencing
this sensation, if we put our fingers on the spot they were wetted
with the most fragrant scent, sometimes verbena, but more fre• quently sandal wood. A cambric handkerchief placed on his
head nt such times would retain the scent for a long period.
We were told it was a remedial process, and the medium felt
greatly benefited by the treatment. Much exquisite sandal
wood scent was thrown over the circle and table. Kabbila
sounded his drum and G. his double-bass. Dr. S. then remarked
'• We have never heard any wind instrument played.” A minute
after the remark, a blast as from a trumpet came between Mr.
S. M. and myself. It was of the most startling character, and
the note was repeated several times. The medium felt very cold
and uncomfortable during this new manifestation. He saw the
spirit who had made it standing near the harmonium. We
were told afterwards that it was made by Benjamin Franklin,
the most powerful of the physical spirits, and he hoped he would
do much for us in the future. Dr. S. asked if they could make
’ the liannouium sound ; it was closed, but when Mr. 8. M. blew,
several notes were sounded. Mr. S. M. then became partly
controlled by Judge Edmonds, who said he hoped to be able to
speak to us through our medium.
Unfortunately he was not
successful, and Imperator took his place.
He talked to us for
some time concerning the different musical sounds and manifes
tations that had occurred. The Judge had failed to speak to us,
through having made rather a rash attempt, and strange spirits,
unaccustomed to control, often failed when making their first
trid. Imperator then informed us that he wished our Sun
day evening seances to be of a devotional character, and that he
had arranged for Vates, Theophilus, Judge Edmonds, and
many others (anxious to speak), to address us on subjects
of an interesting character. They found some difficulty in using
the material on our side, but they would do the best possible for
the circle and mission. For awhile he would stand aside to
allow others to instruct the circle. This would have been
attempted before but for the difficulties regarding the individu
ality of the spirit controlling, as it was almost impossible for
the spirit to show its own peculiarities and keep its own iden
tity. Now they intended to use the medium’s voice for
speaking as Rector did his hand for writing.
While Im
perator was controlling, the table was tilted and moved about,
and the name “Altar” spelt through the alphabet. Im
perator informed us that she was a friend of the .Judge’s, and
influenced him much in his earth life ; she had been a Druidess,
and had lived about two hundred years before Caesar came to
our shores. She was burnt for the cause of truth, and was a
high and beautiful spirit from the seventh sphere, in a different
division from the one Imperator was in. She had been attracted
to the Judge, as he, like herself, had suffered for the truth’s
sake. Imperator then implored the divine blessing upon us,
and for all who followed after truth with honest hearts.
November 21st.—This evening, as soon as we had put out
the lights, the room appeared full of spirit light, and quantities
of delicious scent, both dry and liquid, were wafted and thrown
over the circle. The “fairy bells ” played over the centre of
the table. Mr. 8. M. then saw a luminous hand dropping some
things, which, we discovered, on striking a light, were pearls of
three different sizes. The message was given through raps, “ We
have brought three kinds ; preserve them, they are precious.”
November 22nd.—This evening while at dessert, in full light,
heard raps on the dining-room table near Mr. S. M., and two
|*arl beads were placed on the table. Later on we went into
Vie sfance room, when many more pearl beads were brought,
»lio n quantity of scent was thrown over tho table and circle.
changed tho room for a short time. While waiting in the
lighted drawing-room beads wore placed in three different places

in the room. On our returning to the seance room a shower of
the same kind of beads fell on to the table and floor, apparently
from the ceiling. G.then told us through the alphabet to “ cease,”
and Catharine gave the message “ Chief cannot come.”
November 23rd.—We met again under the usual conditions.
The room was very full of spirit light. Much exquisite scent
was brought and there were heavy knocks and raps on the table.
Imperator controlled for a short time. He told us that Judge
Edmonds had being trying to speak through the medium, but
had not been successful. He hoped that at another time he
would succeed in doing so. The Judge was now in the fourth
sphere, and had juissed rapidly through the others. The know
ledge he bad obtained of spiritual truthshad helped his progress.
Tho pearls had been brought by D., and his influence had been
much about the medium during the brat two days. With regard
to materialisation, Imperator said it was a very rare manifesta
tion, and much deception was mixed up with it. While con
versing with us his tone suddenly changed, and he said, “ I must
go, I am called ; called, but I do not know why.” He then
hurriedly said “ Farewell, friends,” and departed. Mr. 8. M.
made several convulsive jerks and awoke, feeling, he said, as if
lie had been suddenly startled out of sound sleep. Catharine
rapped for the alphabet, and through it told us to “ cease.”
November 29th.—This evening Mr. II. sat with us. Directly
the light was extinguished the “ fairy bells” commenced playing,
and G. manifested. Much scent was brought. Kabbila and
H. showed their lights. Imperator controlled and answered
questions. He spoke of the advisability of always preparing
the seance room before meeting, leaving it free from all influence 8
for two hours, and preparing it with fresh air, afterwards censing
it with fragrant gums. He added that it would be well if the
room could be used by the circle only. It was wisely done in
ancient times to keep the medium and circle isolated and apart
from the outer world. The higher spirits could not enter an
atmosphere loaded with material substances. They had to
prepare and provide for every fresh influence introduced into the
circle before manifestations could occur. Imperator then left,
imploring the divine blessing on us.

SEIZOR CASTELAR ON THE AFTER-LIFE.
“ La Irradiation,” of Madrid, gives some interesting extracts
from a letter recently written by Sefior Castelar on the occasion
of the death of a friend’s son. “ I am prepared,” writes Senor
Castelar, “ to frankly admit that I know of nothing so com
forting to the afflicted as deep religions faith. This hope in
God, who, in His pity, has made us mortal, and fixed thereby
a time for the end of so many woes, and for a change to perfect
socurity in His Heaven—this hope is not built up of meta
physical cobwebs, but is kindled in us by the rustling of the
wings of those good spirits who are no longer here below, but
who await us on the other side of the tomb, to shelter and
console us for ever. . . . But death does not kill : still less
does it annihilate. It is but a birth into another life. It has
the appearance of corruption : but does the bud ever burst forth
till the seed has decomposed ! or does the fruit grow till the
flower has withered 1 Similarly, does a new form ever arise in
the increase and progress of all being without effacing the old
form ? If there were no death there could be no renovation.
Nature would be a stagnant and malodorous lake ; humanity
would become old and effete. The sepulchre is the cradle. While
we are weeping for our dead, whose personality so laboriously
conquered cannot be lost, other beings are being born, for
humanity is at once infinite and immortal ; and while there is
sorrow and death there also will be religion.”

SUSTENTATION

FUND.

We gratefully acknowledge the following contributions, and
hope that our friends will all give what they can, whether much
or little. Remittances should be sent to the Treasurer, Mr. H.
Withall, Gravel Lane, Southwark, London, S.E. :—
£ s. d.
Amount previously acknowledged............... 223 III 0
K. Q.
20 0 0
William Tebb....................................................... 10 0 0
G. R. M. M., per R. J. L.............................. 10 0 0
Mrs. George H. Dawkins ...........................
3 3 0
Thomas Pole...................................................
110
Rev. J. M..........................................................
10 0
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NOTICE TO Hl'IWRIHEKS.
Tl»»- Aiiihi • ! hull** liplhoi («ii ’• I,H<h I,"

Iff to .ms Htl'b* «m, I* Pl** lod. jitt

4BIIIIIH. f>HW/*Iib i| to our ofllrv 40 (V/rilHO

<rtivl I'oMhI ih»h»r»
!»«• hitolit
Io Mi It. It tloilfruy, Mid
nh'Hilil tti v.ir i-di|*> Im» < i«»*M-d *
dr <'o "
All ord»T* f«»r iMfM'fH mid (m| (i>| m'H
hI «, nnd .ill r«<uiHhifi< <*<, ehoiibl btt
itddr«k»w<| to •• | ht» M iiwtfi r «tnd »t*/i Io ih<* Editor

JATUHbAY, FHHHUAHV -'ith, /.fill.
Tt) CO-Vr/U/HTHKl-CoMimMH/rrtHoHM i nh.Hdrd to 6* prtntrd
should lit inhlri'itfil to th* Editor t */, lioliv /ttrrrt, A d riph i. H
trill mttrh f acUit/itr th* 4/iwr > //»/»« of .miliihlf urtlrtr* if thvg
itrtf •<>•»//»»• two co/hfhh^ in Ivnyth. i.ttttg com tn ttn irat ion* arc
alttaff* tn danger of bring dvtagritt and arc /yrtfiirntlg
drtrhard on account of want of ttpttrr, fftottgh in other rrttprr.tn
good and drttirttldr. hrttmt *houht hr r.onflntd to the. Hfintm
of half a roluutn to riitut'n inarrt ion.

Hutttnr** r.ntninnnicutton* *hottld in all ttnr/i hr addyr^/wd to
Mr, H !>• Uodf'cey, V, l>uk*-td reel, Adelphi, ll'A'., and not to
f/ar Editor.

TIIK MEANING OF lAI-’E.

IKel/maty

[ th*-r<- win a first im ariiation, which <>nJy thn/w^, 1,.,,^
qm-sfion of “Whence?" or tln-re han been an i,(fjz'.,/:
scries of l<" iii< armiti*<ns, which w*/ij|*| H»-.*:m U, n. *inevitable the suppo-Jtioii that finite, misery is (jH. ( *’
i eoim- of infinite progresH. Both *<f thea*: |>r*qx»sitlon>,
i to b<- untenable. 'I here iw, howijver, another liyp',i|J(
i which hiigg»‘Hfs itself, ami that is that thin life, is ao 'ipj^,
in th*- infinite chain </f <-xinf.*:m'c, an*J i;> jxm/mal an*| lhi
<ii' l<: -n <liff*-rent for cadi individual.
Perhaps no greater fidhicy v<'an ever prop'/mel*:*) q(
that, on the whole, hapjiim.-ss ami miixiry arc ja etty cqiJM|j
distributed among mon. Happinesij is n>i more i.pr<,^i
bi'ia'l'.-a'it over the face of the earth than in literary
Kcicntifi*.- thinking, or phil'isopliical insight. We all ,4 y'
know ixki/iIi: win, arc, an the world g*x:s, prosp:r</ijz, aryj
with*,ut any great care, and to whom no great *^ue orji,|
e*»im-, for ini nrniit, ry.u'i: would allect llntm ; an*l v* “
cairn: they?” Wc meet others, ccilainly indexvJ, not
frequently, but still wc know ami meet them, whosekniniti',,
iii'i'uniHiiCiiiiih >ii'i: irritaix^l and paimrd by things that w*,u^j
mil be r«:c<igninft<l by, and could not be explain*-?! tz,
the first class of pe'iple. Again, “ Whence *ynn*: tbey?”
Surely “environment” d*x« not involve a hufliciftst
answer. Now, Imwever, let UH Huppx>e that th*: chaiii
of cxistcm:*: being infinite: -and this dm.-s not involve,
the question of where *>r how individuality logins--certain
individuals in their jirogress upwards from a lower stat*,
by what means or why wc do not know, arc paswd inti,
th*; eoii<litioiiH obtaining here. Such jxrrsons would livt
that placid, contented, not too sensitive life which we so,
ab'/ut us so frequently—in the vilJadom of this ninetwitk
century British civilisation, in the contented squalor of far
Eastern China:—the surroundings arc different, the so-calM
civ ilisati'm is different, the development is about the same.
Again, suppose certain other individuals wh'/se capacity
mi: not only gr*-.ater than the capacities of ihow: of whoa
we have; just spoken, but arc greater than can Ire exercised
under the conditions holding here, ami m> arc in a way
bound and kept from their- proper exercise by these earthly
conditions—to such people this .state would lx: more or les*
unhappy. Of how or why such things should be no ex
planation i offered, and it is doubtful whether the defender:
of any other hypothesis would dare to give; anything like an
unconditioned answer to the questions “How??” or “Why?’
And this hypothesis would riot only ;account for th*
unequal distribution of happiness, which iis, after all, onh
another name for equilibrated compatibility with onesurroundings, but it would account for the uneqtfd
distribution of intellectual, moiid, and, perhaps, physical
power. The coming into the <xmditi*ms prevalent in tm’
our world might shut off some characteristics and not others
and as the individuals were unequally equipped lx.-forc th*?
came into earthly conditions, so the shutting off woul<leave differences, even while that shutting off applied to
same capacities which could not be exorcised here.
The-e .suggestions arc thrown out <*< suggesti'ms, and a-Huggesti'm.s
only. They may be founded on utterly wr*>»?
lesi
imaginings ; at the same time they m.-ciu to point to a train
of thought not altogether without profit.

That I t*--im in-nation should lx: a favourite hypothesis
nay mon-, a belief, with a large number of people —is
not to lx: wondered at. When one regards the seeming
inequalities that prevail amongst men, the unequal distri
bution of apparent good, and the prevalence of apparently
unnecessary evil, it is not unnatural that a series of re
births, in which some sort of balance would be struck,
should seem to many a reasonable way of redressing
these grievances, No man with any, even tin: slightest,
sensibility can pass through this life without feeling
either that injustice is being don*-, or that he does not
understand the meaning of what he sees. That there
are nuinh-r- of people who believe that everything is for
the best in this Ixsst of all jxissible worlds goes without
saying, but with them we have nothing to do. To the
man who has- emerged even a pin's jxiint out of the dead
level of hir. own selfish security the inequalities that
alxnind in life must at once Income visible, and it is U>
such that we -peak.
If mans existence logins hereon this earth it is not easy
to see why there should lx: any inequalities at. all, because
under Mich conditions there can hardly be outside in
fluences to cause these inequalities, except on the supposi
tion that each man w environment is bo arranged for him
that he may develop either ulong the line of evil or
along the- line of good. This leads to absolute neccssilananism. which, of course, may Ije true, and with it some
thing not unlike a separate creation for every existent
human Ix-iiig, which equally, of course, may Is: true, but can
baldly 1x3 accepted if any other supposition is more
reasonable.
There dues, however, eem to lx: one other hypothesis, or,
Father, series of hyp'itlteses, which may explain to a certain
extent the facte asut think we know them. These hypotheses
grow out of the question**'Whither?” an distinguished from
that of “ Whence?" “Going on ’’ is an easy conception
compared with “haling gon*.- on " fr»nr‘et< rnity" as we think
MR. EDWARD MAITLAND.
of it, and yet it due* seem dtflk-ult to realise one without tlm
In next week s “ Light " wc propo;,*: to present our re«,i*1'
■
other. TJw one iw, indeed, a necessary con rcquence of the with a jx>rtrait *>f Mr. Edward Maitland, accompanied by a hde!
other. But if tho question “Whence ?” is admitted a.s not only sketch of his life ami work.
possible but hcewHary, the problem of life assumes a some
what different form. It is not then only “given your life
LONDON SPIRITUALIST ALLIANCE.
here, what will be your life hereafter ?" but also “ given your
Mr. Th'imas Shorter will give an a<l*lre.-:5 at 7.30 on Tuv.^i''antecedent life^ what must lx: your life here?" Hie Re-|
incarnationixt apjxrare to answer this last question by I evening next to the members ami friends of the Alliance,
2, Duke-street, A'lcljdii, on “The Principle of Authority*^
eupp*/dng a serie* */f lives here, the conditions of each <>f
Religion. ’ The subject is one of considerable moment, an*
'which balaucfi in Home way the shortcomings of the previous certairdy could not be in better hands than in those of <>111
one. Tlua, however, does not eolvc the question, for either esteemed friend, Mr. Shorter.
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THOMAS LAKE

HARRIS.

A Discussion of Some of his Views.

/Vldress delivered by the Rev. G. W. Allan to members and
friends of the. London Spiritualist Alliance, 2, Duke
street, Adelphi, AV.C., on Tuesday oven ing, February 1 Uh,
Mr. W. Paicc, M.A., Member of Council, in tho chair :—
Some years ago a friend, to whom Towe many valuable
hooks, gave me a copy of T. L. Harris’s “ Arcana of
Christianity,” part .”>. The Apocalypse, Vol. I. It lay for
a long time untouched, but a few weeks ago I was moved
to take it out, and very carefully read it through. After
reading a great part of it through a second time, I was
confirmed in my first opinion that it was a valuable and
suggestive work, containing many things that were true,
and some that, while not presuming to say they are false, I
prefer to say I am unable to accept. Some of these matters
I propose to bring before you in this paper. They involve
points of deepest moment to all persons who take any
interest in spiritual things ; and whatever we may think
of the definite teachings of Mr. Harris, it is most certain
that his opinions are worthy of earnest consideration, and
are most suggestive of new ways of looking at these
matters.
First, however, let me say in the most emphatic way I
can that I aut not. prepared to discuss the personal character
of Mr. Harris. Ever since Laurence. Oliphant left him the
subject has licen much mooted, and many persons, whose
knowledge of the real facts of the case is very insufficient,
have made themselves enthusiastic partisans on one side or
the other. If a prophet were one who never made a mistake,
never made what might be called a moral error, there might
be some point in tho discussion. But condemnatory judg
ments on these affairs arise from the forgetfulness that
upon every matter there are two points of view, and the
man we may be able to condemn from one point of view
we might be able to acquit from another. Therefore I
will express no opinion, will have nothing whatever to say,
as to whether Mr. Harris was, or was not, justified in his
treatment of Oliphant. No judgment pronounced by any
one who cannot read the heart is worth the paper it is
written on, and as to read the heart is the property of the
Lord alone, we had better leave all judgments to Him. I
am concerned here only with Mr. Harris’s opinions, and I
shall refuse to deal with anything else.
The problem we are going to consider is the problem of
all transcendental philosophy—Is man’s outer consciousness
all there is of him, and, if not, what is the relation of his
outer to the inner ? What is the significance of this outer
world in which we find ourselves, and how is it related to
that inner plane which—if there be an inner man—must
presumably form his inner world 1 To these profound
questions Mr. Harris has given a very clear and categorical
answer, which we are now going to examine and consider.
It. is, of course, at once assumed that man is much more
than he seems. Looked at from one side he contains
minuter realms within himself, while from another lie him
self is an atom in a vaster realm, which is itself an atom
in a still vaster realm, and so on.
For myself I like to think of this matte” as follows :—
This bodily form I now possess is as the outside surface
boundary of that entity which I call “ I.” In it dwells a
consciousness which cognises matter, but is not matter, and
there—as far as consciousness goes—the whole thing ends.
We have thus the two great categories of thought, spirit
nnd matter—matter being spirit expressed or manifested
tn sense; and spirit being the substance, the originating
cause, of matter: the relation of the two 1-eing exactly the
fame as that of word to thought, or of thought to word.
Now, being self-conscious, I can look into the content
of consciousness, and when I have brought together the
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whole of my conscious knowledge I can call that the piano
of consciousness. Now this plane of consciousness is not a
hard and fast line which never varies ; it increases as my
knowledge extends ; and finding that there is no hard and
fast limit within my present conscious horizon T am impelled
to ask—what reason have T for supposing that there is a
hard and fast limit anywhere? And if at first I do seem
to see n very good reason I soon see with equal clearness
this:—that the wiser 1 get, the less cogency is there in that
first apparent reason. Thus it is distinctly suggested to
me that tho cogency of the reason for supposing that there
is nothing beyond iny consciousness is strongest when I am
most ignorant, and weakens as I advance in knowledge.
In face of this conviction I am emboldened to feel sure that
the supposed reason is no reason at all.
Now, the more 1 ponder over this matter the more I
become aware of a strong intuition in my mind that exist
ence far surpasses my consciousness, and finding, as I have
shown that I do, that there is no presumption against this
intuition, I am emboldened to trust it.
And I now
enunciate my apprehension thus :—-Treating this plane of
consciousness as the external boundary of my being, I say
that within this are a practically infinite series of planes of
consciousness, each made up of the same two elements as
go to compose this ; that is, spirit and matter under their
manifested forms of soul and body.
Thus within me
fourth dimensionally—that is, not within me as the doctor
with his scalpel would understand it, but within me
spiritually and not physically—there are a virtually infinite
series of bodies and souls, each with its own proper
consciousness. Now, although all these must be capable of
being brought into rapport, so that the whole form one
grand, all containing consciousness, conscious of each one
of the constituent parts or elements, yet in the case of
most of us as yet this rapport is not established ; so that
while I am quite sure that all the rest of the series are
there actually, this my present consciousness does not
know them. But although I have no consciousness of
openings into rapport with planes beyond this, there are
certain persons who assert that they do consciously possess
such rapport. These have been in all ages of the world,
and are called “ Seers,” which is a much better term, in my
estimation, than the more modern terms “ Sensitives ” or
“ Psychics.” And if it be asked how this rapport is to be
gained, this brings us to another most interesting and
important theory.
Supposing we have two stretched strings, science tells
us that in certain circumstances there will be a rapport
between them, and apart from these certain circumstances
there will not be rapport. A stretched string vibrates so
many times per second, according to the particular tightness
to which it is stretched, and the quality of the string.
When the vibration numbers of the two strings are exactly
alike, or are in a certain harmonic relation, the strings will
be in such rapport that if one is made to sound, by being
put into vibration, the other will at once sound without
being struck; will sound, that is, by what is called
sympathetic vibration; but if this relation does not exist
between the strings, the one that is made to sound will not
be able to evoke any response in the other.
Exactly the same law, it is suggested, holds good of
rapport between planes of consciousness. We have said
that the plane of consciousness is not a hard and fast line,
blit is constantly altering as knowledge increases. Now,
supposing that at first this plane and the next had re
spectively such vibration numbers as were not in harmonic
relation, the fact that one of the two was constantly
altering would immediately explain how it could come to
be that, where there was at first no rapport, rapport might
ultimately come to exist. To give an illustration : Suppose
the two planes were represented by two numbers, the lower
by 11, the higher by 26; there is at present no simple
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harmonic relation between the-’ two numbrs.
But it ; and decides what shall constitute our good. wjlai
supw.se that the lower of the two is evolving, antiI most emphasise, long for, and seek after. In the
from H pusses slowly on till it 1^.11..^ 12. Twelve is to, realm it is sense : in the intermediate it is know-tab^. ?
2fi *s 6 is to 1.1; and 6 «<•
is a simpler harmonic the innermost it is love. Or in another way of puttin,' •
’ •
relation than 11 U> 26. and .- -.me faint, dim response, the three are, to receive, to understand, to give.
It
is
Mr.
Harris's
assertion
that
in
all
his
conuj,.^
perhaps audible only to the most sensitive ear. might now
he possibly heard. But the evolution of th- lower does upon Holy Scripture he gives the celestial sense;
not stop at 12: it goes still on. and Ht length 13 is Swedenborg gave the spiritual sense: while ordinary ‘
I nientaries give only the ultimate sense.
reached. Now 13 is to 26 ns 1 is to -■ Here «" » ver.v
Mr. Harris further suggests that these three rea]»
aimpie harmonic relation. It is that of a note and
exist
correspondentially upon all planes from the bates,
its octave Let any of my hearers when they get home
try this experiment on the piano.
Hohl down middle depth to the highest height : that is, through all depths^
C without striking it that is bv pressing the key slowly evil and all heights of good. There is a right wav of o
down, and holding it there keep the (lanqier raised ceiving and a wrong way : a right way of understandiu,
from the win-. Non strike smartly the note C of the and a wrong way : and a right way of giving and a wm*.
octave below, with a strong staccato touch, not holding it way. Beauty rightly seen induces love : wronglv s**down: ami listen. Long before the sound of the lower 0 induces lust. Understanding rightly used leads to truth
has died away you will hear upper C sounding, and yet you wrongly used leads to falsity. Love rightly directed
have not struck this note: you have only held the damper divine : wronglv directed is hellish.
We must now turn to another point closely related te
from the wire, so that it could vibrate if the note struck
«« able to start it by sympathy, as you now hear that it this. According to the perception of most Seers existent*
can. If you repeat the experiment, holding down both is thus defined—a wondrous whole made up of parts, th*
middle C and also G. the fifth above it, and strike the parts of which have a double relation : to the whole, ard '
same note below, you will proliably hear both notes re to themselves. They may be entirely unconscious of th*
sponding sympathetically. On instruments with longer whole and only conscious of themselves : or they mar at- I
strings other over-tones can be heard.
tain to the consciousness of the whole, in which case th*r i
The application of this fact is so obvious that it needs lose the old, separate consciousness of themselves as net
m> pointing out. One question only requires answering. knowing the whole, and gain a new consciousness of them,
It may Im- asked, does the evolution stop at 13? And, selves as being in, and one with, the whole. And thispriiif not. when it has reached 14 there must lie a distinct ciple is of universal application. For instance, at first I sees
loss in the quality of the rapport, for instead of 1 to 2 to myself to be a single complete thing standing in a definite
you have now only 7 to 13. To this I would reply relation to God in myself alone, and in no way concern'd
that although the evolution is constant on the whole, with others. But really, to the divine apprehension, I an I
yet most persons who take notice of their states are but an infinitesimal part of the one great body <f
conscious of times of varying lucidity. This is certainly humanity, fulfilling a special function in that body just & 1
my own experience. Study the transferences in the my eye, or even any single atom of matter of w hich myeyt
evolution we have lieen considering. You will see at once is composed, performs its function in my body. Conscious
that while the direct ratio varies, there is a constant, unin ness is universal ; and probably every atom of my body I
terrupted progress towards unison. There is a more has a consciousness of its own, seemingly as complete is |
intimate rapport lietween 13 to 26 than between 14 itself as my consciousness seems to be complete and yet i?
to 26, but, in spite of that, 14 to 26 is nearer unison than but an atom of the consciousness of a vaster body. Ana '
13 to 26—that is to sav. although the conscious advance here arise good and evil, health and disease. When th?
would not lie so clear, there would be nevertheless a very smaller consciousnesses are aware of their relation to th? '
real advance. Of course, no numbers that we can take larger, and—instead of trying to isolate themselves from it I
can perfectly represent the state of the case; they are at and be independent of it, and do only their own individual
best but illustrations, to help our minds to see the great will—they find their life and blessing, not in their separate
general principle involved. It only remains to add that, of ness, but in their relationship to the whole, and so obey th? |
course, as soon as unison is attained with the plane next in law of the whole, then ensues health, and all is well. But |
ad vance, the two, lieing now in unison, become no longer when they only know themselves as to themselves they ,
two hut one, and this new one now liegins to evolve seem to be, and think only of their own self-desires, and
toward- unison with the plane next above it, and so on and each seeks only that which is good in its own eyes, then
bo on, until all planes are at-oned.
ensues disease. These two states are called—the lower,
Now, according to most Seers all existence is made up division or sin ; the higher, at-one-ment or holiness. It s
of realms, each containing three modes, or aspects, of easy to understand that in the former the atoms are out oi
apprehension, tunned celestial, spiritual, and ultimate. rapport with all planes of consciousness beyond their own.
These three modes apply to every object and every truth. while in the latter rapport has been attained, and first ,
V hen we see with bodily sight a tree, what we think we sympathy, and ultimately unification, will be accomplishedsee is the substantial essence of that particular genus of
AVe have now got a definition of evil, that it consists t
divine manifestation expressed in ultimates. Had we of a loss of consciousness of the fact of relationship : but
Spiritual sight we should see it expressed in a spiritual way this does not explain how evil came to be, how the con
and conveying an intellectual idea. Had we celestial sight sciousness was lost. Whether in any of his other works
we should see it in the celestial sense as conveying an affec Mr. Harris goes into the full discussion of this question I *
tion. .And these three notions may be said to represent do not know ; in the one that I have read he merely states
fairly we|) the nature of the three modes of Being, the the fact as he understands it, without any discussion or ant
outer lieing of material, conveying sensations of form and attempt, to show how in the nature of the case such ’
colour, scent, touch and taste; the intermediate lieing condition as he assumes could possibly come to be. Bu1 ,
intellectual, conveying ideas of truth, consistency, ration this is what he teaches. There was an earth once, inhabited i
ality ; the inner lieing celestial, conveying feelings of affec by beings of glorious powers and potencies, ruled by•’
tions, goodness, and love. The idea is that these are three monarch, a very Son of God in knowledge and power. S’
degrees, in one or other of which we all are, the question high was he that his very height made it possible
tn which wc are detenuining what constitutes our idea of him to think the thought of being independent of Godlife, the nature and character of Being as we apprehend Here lay his trial: Would he resist the thought, an1*
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remain in his allegiance ; or would he yield to it, mid full I
Ilin teaching about thin malt,er be believes himself to
(loci Imd made him perfectly free to do either the one or have received l>y revelation during hia iiitroniisaionn into
' the other. He fell ; it was no one’s fault but his. He the celestial heaven. One word about thiH aspect of
fell; turned himself voluntarily away from his source and Koer.sliip will not be out of place.
origin, and so became, with all his followers who joined in
The only eye that may take what it. aees as what is
bis relleliion, lost to truth and righteousness. He destroyed actually there, in the eye of an absolutely perfect. Being.
his rapfHirt with the Divine, and entered into pure isolated The eye of any creature seen, not what is there, but only
selfliiNxI. His world now constitutes the lost orb, and Im so much of what is there an it is capable of apprehending.
himself is called in Mr. Harris’s system the anarch or demon The value of his report cannot be settled until he lum dis
of the lost orb. His Hell is the deepest Hell of all, and covered what is (in the language of astronomy) his personal
its inhabitants are the extremest mid most terrible kind equation. If seers would give us their accounts as what
of devils. Their whole effort is to be in every they nan:, there would be no harm done ; unfortunately
thing the reverse of what the Lord wills. Their kingdom they almost always speak as if it were what »wtx there.
is therefore the inversion of His. Ho acts from above; they Both Swedenborg, and Harris, speaking of the hells, tell
fr»m lielow. He seeks to uplift man ; they to pull him down. us what these places would be to them,; but it by no
When His breath descends through the nobler organs, they means follows that they are thus to those who in them
endeavour to inbreathe from below through the grosser, and are in their own place. Torment would much more surely
thus in all ways they seek to oppose and thwart the action arise were God to compel a, spirit whose right place was
in Heaven to abide in hell ; or a spirit whose right place was
and designs of the Most High.
Thus there arise temptation and conflict for man ; for hell to abide in Heaven ; and an altogether different under
it is the aim of these Beings in every way to assert them standing of these pluces, and of our Father’s love in letting
selves against God by seeking to subvert all that He them be there, comes to us when we see that they arc places
desires to achieve. Whatsoever He can do on the one specially suited to their occupants, and expressly calculated
side they can do on the other ; they are constantly at to be the means of carrying them one step higher in their
hand to suggest to man the desirability of asserting himself evolution. T do not think that there, is any single thing
against the dominance of God, and delude him into the more to be desired than that those who do see with open
idea that he proves his freedom and independence by vision should bear in mind the principle laid down here,
resisting the divine impulse, and asserting his own right to and while telling us truly all that they do see, never speak
guide himself. They foster belief in every illusion of outer as if there were no other point of view seen from which the
sense: all intuitive preceptions they call delusions and whole thing might appear very different.
Now as to the methods of regeneration. Tt is Mr.
insanities : and never representing to man the real state of
the case (which is that it is not a question of his freedom Harris’s theory that the Lord combats with the hells
at all. but only of whether he will be dominated by the through His breath. Mr. Harris is especially the apostle
Lord or by the demon) they pander to man’s false pride of what is called Interior Respiration. I do not profess to
and desire for his own will, and thus confirm him in a self know anything by personal experience about this, but what
hod absolutely incompatible with the attainment of the true Mr. Harris seems to me to mean is somewhat as follows:—rapport whereby man would be lifted out of, and above, his '
As I breathe on this present plane of consciousness with
own por miserable self-isolation into a conscious unity with physical lungs, so that inner self on the next interior plane
all existence: the liberty of the glory of the children of God. (at present out of my consciousness) breathes with lungs
But while the nature and origin of evil are thus dog which are as real and solid to the consciousness of that
matically laid down, there seems to be an entire absence of plane as my physical lungs are to this consciousness. So
any attempt to show that it subserves any necessary and long as rapport is not established between the two sets of
useful function in the great Order of the Lord’s providence. lungs they cannot breathe in unison, for the psychical
In one passage, indeed, we find the admission that the lungs being behind consciousness, I cannot regulate, or even
devil's stream turns the Lord’s mill; but the whole spirit try to regulate, the rise and fall of rny physical lungs
According to Mr. Harris the very slightest
of the teaching seems to me to be the old, hopeless, chaotic thereto.
doctrine that evil exists against the Lord’s will ; He would possible partition separates, in a great many instances, the
have much preferred that it should never have been, and inner lungs from the outer ; the inner ever seeking to
all He can do now is to overrule as much of it as possible ' break through this partition, and establish rapport with
fwgood. But to say that the enemy’s stream turns the the outer. Exactly how this is at last done is not fully
bird’s mill, and assert that the enemy brought his stream explained, but when it is accomplished the inner rd-onex the
there against the Lord’s will, makes us wonder how, if the outer to itself, and when they become one, the two lungs
Lord is clever enough to thus out-wit the enemy, He was inspire and expire in unison, and the divine breath flows
not clever enough to have done without the enemy, and have in the true direction and current from internals to externals.
No mystic, I think, will question the imjxirtance of
Ivl His own stream to turn His own mill. I am bold to
4^-ert that no one with any real natural logical faculty insisting on this order, from internals to externals, as being
txldfora moment accept that old impossible theory which the true order in everything. The materialist is the only
finds a power outside and independent of the One and one who reverses it. Refusing to believe in God as tho
only power, the Source and Cause of all : which also source of nature he insists on looking into external nature
Make*. Omnipotence regret anything which has come to be; to find God, and not finding Him there he concludes either
*od represents God as able in some instances to use the that there is no God, or, if there is, that the knowledge <>i
devil for his own purposes, and in all other cases makes Him is not of any consequence to one who is in the realm
*ke<levil stronger than God. If God uses him at all He of nature, where, he asserts, God is not. Modern science ha-,
him in all. and to assert otherwise is to be guilty of as Mr. Harris would say, become inrerxice through insisting
on reversing the true order, and arguing from externals to
“is grossest illogicality.
I am told that Mr. Harris in his later writings has internals instead of the contrary. To argue from internals
**®er expressed himself more clearly, or has come round to externals is to let what the mind or intuition feels
“'the more philosophic faith about evil. For myself, I 1 must be true, guide us in interpreting what the outer eve
not for one moment accept what appears to lie his sees of nature around us. The realm of the mind is every
idling on this point. But when he comes to speak of the bit as real as the realm <>f the eve ; nay, if anything, more
*’-h'/ls and pr<>ees»es of man’s regeneration he becomes real because close to us, in us —while the realm of the eye
I is las far as consciousness goes) without us.
And to
more suggestive and interesting.
’
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that for which many persons are shut, up in asylums.
scribers, Io give from time to time such qucstioim _ '• I
Ami as breathing is the central tunetiim of life, so to
resell us provided wo deem them of a prolitnlilo
(
breathe from internals to externals is, I would suggest, not
with a view to their being answered, lml tievesHmiljj1
men'll to think ami reason from (he inner to the outer, but.
tlm Editor, but preferably by our renders. B"tli ipivHij, j
and answers should bo stated clearly ami succinctly, ami’*'
(o actually live from (ho inner to I lie outer ; that is to
t lm replies t lm quest ions should ln> indicated by tlm iuim|^
make the inner motive in everything the determinant.
•|'|»e outer motive is tho sense of selfhood, of individual
Axswkus.
I
want and likes, mostly antagonistic to, and incompatible
2.
\\
by,
in
astrological
loro,
is
Saturn
considered
nu
’
with, (ho wants and likes of others, This is only too
msually the determituinl of our spirits and nets, Ami I bn7.'f/planet, while his reign on earth is called the "(inliL
Ago," Io designate the happiest, of all periods ! \. ('. M.
.suppose that the first manifestation of. if not. the at.fain
meiit, at least the iippinaeb of internal respiration will be Only as regards our material or worldly self is Saturn a niiiklic '
ns regards our subjective or spiritual sell it is a benctic. |i
the development of a power of sympal hv whereby we shall
has been noticed that self consciousness lias several "nut,.,
feel with others in ever wider and wider circles. If you I
or notes the tones and colours, as if were, of persoiinlity
will consider what this really means you will easily see (hat
There isnoi. any absolut e reason why t hese successivegunk *
either on our metaphysical plane or on the physical inw j,
the life is always coextensive with the sympathy. We can
in tlm musical gamut, and colour spect rum should Im ili,
.sympathise with every part of our body which is in living
tingnished as seven.
They each merge into the other,x,
relation (•• us, but when a member inortilies we cease to
that, a more general dist inct ion might, only make tlirw
primary grades of consciousness, and a more particular mit,
feel it anti sympathise with it. So also when by the growth
dist inguishing semi-tones, might make twelve or sixtui
of affection wo take others into our life, when by love we
grades. But. ast rologers have adopted the septenary systi'H
make them one with us, we feel their joys and sorrows, and
of dist inct ion. Then-is tho concept ion of self or personality
which arises (1) out- ot one s bodily presence, features, wl
(hev Ix’come really part of us and their life seems to lie
form ; (2) out. of home environment, ami react ions: (A) out >(
united with our life. And when 1 ponder over this matter
social env ironnmnl. and reactions; (-l)oul of one’s eoiisririiu
of internal respiration, and wonder (as I often do), how it
ami ideal conception of oneself ; (a) out of ones energy aid •
will ; (t>)out. of one’s political or public position ; (7),,H’d i
is to lie attained, I seem to feel t hat there is only one way :
one's spiritual environment, or intercourse, conscious er mi ,
that is, to strive to so develop and extend tlm sympathetic
scions, with I,ho spirit sphere to which we severally belotii
faculty that, instead of being only aware of my own in
Those seven grades havo respectively received tho na'iii*a ,i
Moon, Mercury, Venus, Sun, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, I
dividual feelings and sensations, I shall bo touched with
because, the. movement s of these planets in tlm physical mvu
the feelings ami sensations of an ever widening circle of I
I
to synchronise with effects in t lm metaphysical plane <a vi«I
friends, brothers in the great family : until at last. I am no I
seiousness.. Some of these notes make a discord With wick
other.
Too much worldly blessing destroys the spintial I
more apart from them, hut their life becomes one with
life.
.1
upiter
gives the lirst, but kills the second ; ^aUtu '.
mine, and I can grieve with them and rejoice with them
kills the first., but. gives tho second ; Jupiter gives the pu® I
just as naturally and as easily as I now grieve and rejoice
of consciousness water and manure, which encourage the I(» I
growth of leafage and roots; Sal urn primes the roots am
at what I call my own joys and sorrows. The man who I
branches in order to force tlm plant Io Hower
f......... and (nut.
has open respiration, then, is the man who breathes in unison
I
Jupiter and Venus, the benches of the world ami (he IM.• i
with all humanity. To him. and to him alone, inner realms
tend to make the concept ion of oneself as particular aid
dist inct, from other centres of consciousness ; but the bun
reveal themselves, and the transcendent glories of spiritual
and Saturn develop a universal self, as one vv ith all "l«rt
landscapes disclose themselves to his view. For, breathing
consciousness.
This conception in this life is haw
and tow
ards itit in
in ami with all humanity, he has become capable of more
to realise.
We grow from it. in infancy
infancy and
towards
m |
old age. In the spirit, world it is natural. I think the pilephe
than a mere individual existence, ami attains (hereby a plane
•................ a,,-,
nomena of community of consciousness
or sympathy ui''W ,
higher than the individual. Of course no one jumps at. once
.........
(.......................................
at. times, m the eyre
nolism will
explain
it. best .
I’ossiably
’
from an individual sympathy to sympathy with the whole of
rial inhabitants are. more
I
of~ ages,, terrest
t....... ................................................
— on (his subjective
_
humanity : (he evolution is gradual, growing from sympathy
universal plane of consciousness, and then, as each one get'
a sense, of possession, including, not excluding, others
with a few, then with more, till at. last it. embraces all.
struggles for possession cease. This is called the Salnniwn
But divine blessings attend even the commencement of tho
or Holden Age.-E. W. T. (India).

I

process, for, as our Lord said, where but, two or three are
gathered out of individualism into llis name, (which is
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
“ Brother ’) then' is He in the midst of them.
This then, as well as I can interpret it, is the significance The Editor in not rrs/miinihlt for n/tinii.iin r.i'|>rr.<st’il la/ corrm/ioiiihuli.
of Mr. Harris’s doctrine of Internal Respiration, Whether
and sometimes pithlishes what he flocs mil agree with Jar the juirfft.
ot' presenting news that mat/ elicit discussion. |
the breathing must come by divine gift, before we are. able
to possess and manifest, the sympathy, or whether the.
The Substance of Existence.
nttaimnent, by a conscious effort,, of the sympathy, tits us
Sin, —Thinkers of a certain order of mind arc often inw
to receive (he gift of a diviner breathing, I cannot say ;
exercised
about, excruciatingly remote subjects, such as t
probably tlm former is t rue from the. divine, and t.ranseen-1
dental point of view and tho latter from the human. Any I “ origin of evil,” Xc. I not ice in a recent issue of " Licit
"‘ay, the moral is, let us by all means strive to become an interesting solution, " Charles St range,” in his letter
more sympathetic, for, upon either hypothesis, if wo | "’rhe Substance of Existence, writes some novel philosoph
succeed we shall know that we. are. attaining. For if words : -Breathing must precede sympathy, the attainment of
“Evidently lie” (Mr.Nowl.on Crosland)"cannot conceive'
, sympathy will prove, the attainment to tlm breathing ; and
the originator of all t hings must, necessarily be an uneonsc
and impersonal power, the very reverse of an " omuiscic
if sympathy comes first, tlm attainment of sympathy will
being. For which is the most natural solution to act.
also prove t<> us that we havo become capable of receiving
(hat the good, bad, ami inditlerent. ot this creation, i'
tile breathing.
from a perfect Creator, who is supposed to have known n
(Ta be caul hi mil.)
time what. Ho was about.; or from a blind unreasoning pi
one may almost say, a mechanical force!”
K kti re nml (’hrisl iauify have been unwisely pitted against
May I ask Mr. Charles Strange, as ho has ventured I >
Club other, ns if they were irreconcilable antagonists. Both
>ci'ptica
bilked iuiu
and written
ns if
—and
uno Christiana
* .-in i.-», uni., have
now Minni
wrivi.vu on
o it.
n. were
wv.iu ua . his daring footsteps on to tho threshold of these mysteries
Conceded fact that science and religion are naturally destructive. ' was the further ori<|imtlim,| .tourer or force that, starlet
<4 Oitdi other. If the depraved nature of man is regarded as a I
unlucky blind Force I
part of Nature, there is aeonllict, and there ought, lobe ; Inti the
As Mr. Charles St range doubtless interests himself in \
tact is, ain is a perversion of Nature, and no part, of tlm original
as
well as in philosophy, his logic will infer this m
vonstitulion of things,—Dr. 11. Moony, in tho “ Muthodiat
remarkably acute question ami be able to reply.
JRoviuw,’’
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. Of course, 1 agree with Mr. Strange in not finding Mr.
| Jeirton Crosland’s views are satisfactory, and I would almost go
a< fir as agreeing with Mr. Strange in thinking that “tho asser( (ioiis "f materialism and atheism appeal more to tho reason than
die dogmas of Mr. Newton Crosland.”
I think the readers of “ Light " will however conclude that
1 Jfr.fitninge has set himself a difficult task, if he expects to deduce
my reasonable thinking on the matter, if at the same time tho
(ourcvof all thought irt “ unreasoning.”
I
Livcrpevl.
Ihabel de Sthkier, F. T. S.
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It is to bo hoped that such a painstaking thinker as Mr.
Burrows undoubtedly is will come to sec that it avails nothing
to accept A cut and dried ancient system that professes to explain
man and tho universe ; that no aspirations except of unthinking
men cun be satisfied in this way ; and that our only resource is
patient and deliberate inquiry and unbiassed free thought, tho
best of all food for man’s spiritual nature. Whether man is
advancing spirally or otherwise it is obvious that with every
advance he attains a higher standpoint, morally, intellectually,
and spiritually. Hence every system and theory is purely
temporary. A final and perfect system must be in the very
nature of things a pure chimera,unworthy alike of the philosopher
or tho scientist.
Theosophy is the abnegation of man’s own reason in deference
to an authority of Mahatmas, Occultists, &c., just us Newman’s
Roman Catholicism was a similar lapse in deference to the
authority of tho Popo and the Church of Rome. Both are due
to a kind of despair, a distrust of the efforts of human reason,
and a futile clinging to a dead past. Their devotees have seen
tho theories and systems of themselves and others perishing with
every advance of discovery and enlightenment; and they have
failed to see that this is a natural and inevitable law fixed by the
very nature of things, and that it is quite hopeless to escape
from it except by the destruction uf the highest attributes of
selfhood.
353, Clapham-road.
R. Donaldson.

Pre-existence—Soul and Body.
Sts,—lit “Light" of February 18th, Mr. George Harpur says :
" We know that tho body is only a modification of pre-existing
. fitter, and in this sense, no doubt, the soul may bo said to have
(jrtexistwl. Does ‘ C.C.M.' claim ‘individual pre-existence’
fur the body I And if not, why not?” What is the point of
this question ? If I held, with Mr. Harpur, that the “soul”
1 pre-exists physical birth no otherwise than in the elements of a
future organisation, I should not speak of it us pre-existing at
ill. Thu “ body " is an organic integration of material elements.
It is not "the body” prior to organisation of tho elements.
Mr. Harpur conceives the soul analogously, as a composite, and
I have no present occasion to criticise this conception. Let
it |oss for the moment, and for the sake of the argument.
Whit then ? It certainly does not pre-exist its own composition,
but to pre-exist the composition of the physical body is not to
pre-exist its own. How, then, does consistency require me to
The “Fourth Dimension."
hold that the physical body is prior to its own composition, that
Silt,— In your issue of February 11th you have courteously
is, tv itself!_______________________ C. C. M.
inserted my very long letter on Question 5, “ Fourth Dimen
sion.” It can hardly be answered fully without dealing with
Theosophy and Spiritualism.
Sir,--In your issue of February 18th appears a singular letter Question (5, tho difference between “Soul and Spirit.”
The answers to these questions, which, bear in mind, have
from Mr. Herbert Burrows, which, whatever may be its claim
to speak fur Theosophists, shows clearly that the writer knows never been answered yet, would require a treatise. I hope to
nothing about philosophical Spiritualism, and has travelled very deal fully with them in due time. At present I will try only to
nr from the position he occupied as a philosophical freethinker. indicate tho line of thought.
The ideas, Soul and Spirit ; in Greek, Psyche and Pneuma ;
But first let me inform Mr. Burrows what philosophical
Spiritualism is. It is a study of, and inquiry into, spiritual Laws in Hebrew, Nephesh, and Ruach ; come down to us from the
■■uid phenomena. Just us geology is a study of the earth's crust, times when Higher Intellects were said to have conversed with
and botany is a study of its vegetable products, so is Spiritualism our ancestors, and the distinction seems to have been attributed
»study of spirit in man and nature. To be a geologist or a to them. Be that origin true or not, it is curious that we never
botanist does not require that you must have a theory of any have thoroughly understood the difference, a fact favouring its
kind; only that you study the nature and relative positions of the noil-earthly origin.
The sayings attributed to our Supposed Visitors are at
recks, Ac., in the one case, and the classification of the various
plants in the other. You may derive either from Eastern or times called Oracles ; or, Answers, which themselves require to
Western writers certain ideas that appear to explain many be thought out.
I dislike our term “Spirit,” believing it to be what I call a
difficulties which have troubled you, but as a practical geologist
or botanist, you are bound to consider such theoretical notions Babel term, or a muddling of ideas ; not representing what the
“Pneuma” and “pneumatic”
as no part of cither science till they have been proved to be true original traditions intended.
by a study of facts or phenomena. Spiritualism is a word so will not do, as they also are applied to other things. May I use
lined in its meaning, that whether you are a Theosophist, a Numa, Numatic for the moment ?—the sound is the same, but I
Mesmerist, a Hennetist, an Occultist, a Buddhist, or any other could keep this spelling for the one idea only.
Numa then would be the opposite to Material. Psyche then
kind of spiritual student, you are a Spiritualist. If you do not
believe in spirit nor the laws of spirit, then you are not a would be to Numa what an organised Body, a plant or animal,
Spiritualist; if you do, then you are a Spiritualist, whatever would be to Material ; organised Numa. So we correctly say a
views you may have, or whether you adopt the theories of Psyche. A Numa is not quite so correct, yet we may say a
Numatic element, or shortly a Numa, just as we talk of a
Eastern or Western speculation.
Just as in geology or botany, a man may have any theory lie material.
Be this as it may, let us return to Question 5. Certain ideas
likes, but no theory, however beautiful or however absurd, oan
prevent him being a geologist or a botanist if he studies the which seem to us as real as any material can be cannot be
referred to the three dimensions of material space. In fact they
recks or the flora.
The man who is a true student of geology or botany will only exist Numatically, that is in Psyches.
In the old Oracles, there seems one exception to the use of
remain a freethinker all through his studies, never accepting any
theories till they are proi'ed to his satisfaction. In the same Psyche. The Supreme Intellect is a Numa, not a Psyche.
On the well-known theory, sometimes called Berkleyan, all
viy the man who is a true Spiritualist will reject all unproven
theiiries and “ ipse-dixits ” of men or spirits, and will remain material, the whole physical universe, is regarded as Numatic,
always a freethinker, depending upon what he can discover, or or of Numa origin, as a dream. This is from the evident
lave proven to him, and guided all through by the light of his resemblance between dreams and so-called reality ; a resem
blance so great that some cannot detect the difference.
own reason.
Our Reality, then, or the Material Universe, would be the
Mr. Burrows is in error, I think, in believing that any branch
"I Spiritualism confines itself to the study of “old familiar voluntary Dream or Imagery of tho Supreme Intellect, into
physical phenomena,” but ho would bo right if he had said that which Dream He can admit all Intellects created by Himself,
«te branch—the Theosophical—does confine itself to old familiar that is, all created Psyches. As His Dream cannot be shaken
and unproven Eastern theories, quite unsuited, as I think, for off by the created, it is to them what we call Reality, and His
this age, because they are scientifically undemonstrable. The Dream Spaae is Space, our three dimensional space ; and we all
•liwries and opinions stated in a work like “M.A. (Oxon.)’s” feel that it exists independently of our Consciousness.
But some things seem equally real, which we do not refer to
‘Spirit Teachings,” or any other such book, have no authority
•hatever to cover the field of spiritual speculation, far less of the three dimensions. They exist only in Psyches, or thus all
twertained spiritual truth ; just as Theosophy and Occultism Psyches might bo annihilated, yet the Material Universe might
still exist in the Numa of the Supreme ; whilst, if all Psyches
lave no such authority.
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were annihilated, some ideas would perish, as they exist only in
Psyches.
As a curious instance, take that of money.
Were all
psychical lieings swept off this earth for ever, gold, silver, Ac.,
would continue to exist, but would no longer be money, any
more than silver spoons or gold forks would be. An instance
of what we deem very real indeed, yet which possibly belongs
to our fourth dimension, and not to the three dimensions of
ordinary material.
Just so the Heavens and Hells of our Religions do not. exist
in our three dimension space, or in tile Imagery of the Superior
Being. They exist only in the Psyches of their inventors.
Hence the instinctive rage of such when the Real Heavens, or
Heavens of The Supreme, were revealed by the Telescope.
But modern research is showing facts, the meaning of which
the Professors of Science no more seem to see than the professors
of Religion till lately perceived the meaning of the Heavens
all could see on clear nights.
There now seem to be things in Nature which really exist,
yet not in the three Dimensions, but only in Psyches, objects
that are not material but Numatie. If so, we shall obtain
de ministration of the Existence of a Supreme Numa, instead of
mere arguments in favour of the idea.
We hope also to obtain strong arguments in favour of a
grand Hierarchy of Created Intellects corresponding with the
physical Heavens now known of. Hitherto, there has not even
lreen pretence of proof of any psychic powers beyond mere
Earthly Ghosts, Ac., Ac.
Rejected.

Inspiration.

[Febrnary 25,

truth, when it is shown us—but who is so willing ?—wth|» *
learn, by degrees, this inner language of the spirit, be ab)^
trace through the physical world the working of the spiijt
world, and “ to discern the signs of the times.”
For instance, the outflow of books from the press, describj
the other side, is a signal to us, still in the outer body that t|''
veil between us and spirit-land is becoming so thin that sot *
I
can even now see through it. The books that treat of i^,
course between human beingsand animals, language being ft,)] '
understood on both sides, surely point to the rise of ourfMUf
footed friends to meet us, as our love and sympathy draw the*
souls upwards. The appearance of the white dove as an Ea.*^
card ; of the lilies on a blue ground and the five rayed stars not
so common in our churches ; the advertisements “ Absolutely
Trustworthy,” and of the ark with its motto “ Security,” jxiiig.
ing to the present return of “ the days of Noe”—all over oqt
Metropolis, contain a meaning it would be well for us to
decipher. The promises are being even now fulfilled. ”Ht
shall lead you into all truth,” “He shall show you things to i
come.” To each as he can bear it the message comes ; to sou,t
through the Divine current direct, to others through angel*,
saints, friends, animals ; to others through nature and th,
inanimate objects round them, The only necessity is obedience
to the command given at tho last great crisis of the world's I
history—“ What I say unto you, I say unto all—Watch."
Y • Z.

SOCIETY WORK.
[Correspondents
who send us notices of the wcrk of the Societies with whid i
1
they are associated will oblige by writing as distinctly as pouilh
and by appending their signatures to their communications. Iruttention to these requirements often compels us to reject their contri
butions. No notice received later than the first post on Tuesday u
sure of admission.]

Sir,—We are told in tho Bible that “ things on earth ” are
“patterns of things in the heavens.” The converse is equally
true that the things in the heavens are the soul of things on
tins our material earth. A study of the science of Correspond
The Stratford Society of Spiritualists, Workman's
ence, by Swedenborg, will make this clear to any thinking Hall, West Ham-lane, Stratford, E.—Service each Sunday
person. How much violence might be saved were the advocates at 7 p.m. Speaker for Sunday, February 26th, Miss Marsh. The
of revolution to understand that the various ranks in Church, committee tender their thanks to Mr. F. T. A. Davies, founder
State, and social life are some of the many sketches in the President of the above Society, for his kindly gift of the in
Father-Mother’s great picture book of nature, “ patterns of teresting book, “ Oahspe,” to the library.—J. A., for Sec.
14, Orchard-road, Askew-road, Shepherd s Bush, W— II
things in the heavens.” More than that, that those things are
On
Sunday Mr. Pursey delivered an excellent discourse upon
channels, through which the life represented by them, and
“The Soul of Man,” contrasting the joy of the Spiritualist with I
which is their soul, is poured into our earth from the various the fear and trembling of so many others. Mr. Chance preranks and hierarchies on the other side. Therefore it is not sided at the organ. On Sunday, 7 p.m., seance, Mr. Humphries.
Tuesday, at 8 p.m., Mrs. Mason, stance. March 5th, Mr. J.
their destruction we should aim at, but their purification only.
The Catholic Church, for instance, throughout the world, is Hector Bangs, 58, Tavistock-crescent, Westbourne Park.a representative body, a pattern of things in the heavens, and J. H. B., Hon. Sec.
South London Spiritualist Society, 311, Camberwell
one of the greatest channels of grace to the Christian portion of
New-road, S.E.—Circle on Sunday morning, at 11.30 ; Lyceum,
the earth. To other portions other churches have been given, at 3 p.m.; and at 7 p.m, Mr. Long will give an address—subject.
suitable to their requirements and needs. Especially through “Is Prayer Answered ? ” Social evening on February 28th
her sacraments the Catholic Church brings us into correspond with light refreshments ; tickets, 6d. each ; early application
ence and therefore fellowship with the worship of “angels and necessary. Mr. Long gave an interesting address on Sunday
archangels and all the company of heaven,” round the great evening last, on “The Valley of the Shadow of Death."—
altar on high. The focus of worship below naturally introduces J. Perry, Assistant Secretary.
Spiritual Hall, 86, High-street, Marylebone, W.—The
us to the focus of worship above, as seen by St. John in the most
guides of Mrs. Bliss interested a crowded audience on Sunday
glorious of all his wondrous visions. This is the same with with some pertinent remarks upon the subject of Spiritualism,
regard to earthly kingdoms. The Bible ideal is that the priest- in its various phases. Some successful clairvoyance afterwards
king, the head of the nation, should be, in the highest sense, a terminated the meeting. Sunday next, at 11 a.m., Mr. T. B.
medium, and thus receive the Divine direction for His people ; Dale, “ Father Clarke on Spiritualism ” ; at 7 p.m., Mr. Percy
under him princes, prophets, priests, and social ranks of every Smyth, “ Spiritualism : its Toleration.” March 5 th, Miss Rowan
Vincent, “ Re-incarnation.” March 12th, Mr. J. J. Morse, “An
order and kind opening up other doors towards the other side. Inquirer's Night ; Answers to Questions from the Audience.
Nature tells us that it is through the brain that the spirit works, March 19th, Mr. .T. Veitch, “ Psychometry.” March 26th, Mr.
and that a many-headed creature is a monster. Why ? Because T. Everitt, “ Direct Writings, recently given.”—L. H.
the descending ray darts to the highest point, and thereby
The Spiritualists’ International Corresponding Society.
enters the body. Diffused through the whole mass, it would —Information and assistance given to inquirers into Spiritualismlose all power through want of concentration. Inspiration Literature on the subject and list of members will be sent on
having entered the human spirit, instantly it begins to express receipt of stamped envelope by any of the following International
Committee :—America, Mrs. M. Palmer, 3101, North Broad
itself through the human brain, and light and order are the street, Philadelphia ; Australia, Mr. Webster, 5, Peckvilkresult. And so it is with regard to the head of all communities of street North, Melbourne ; Canada, Mr. Woodstock, “Water
whatever nature.
niche,” Brookville ; France, P. G. Leymarie, 1, Rue Chabanais,
The earth atmosphere is at present, especially, full of angels Paris ; Germany, E. Schloshaur, 65, Koniggriitzer Str., Berlin,
and spirits of all sorts, bad and good, pouring through all the S.W. ; Holland, F. W. H. Van Straaten, Apeldoom.
channels open to them into our homes and lives. Angels and Middellaan, 682 ; India, Mr. Thomas Hatton, Ahmedabad;
New Zealand, Mr. Graham, Huntley, Waikato; Sweden, Bsaints vie with each other in making use of every sign-post to Fortenson, Ade, Christiania ; England, J. Allen, Hon. Sec., 14,
forward their message to earth. Advertisement boards, theatre Berkley-terrace, White Post-lane, Manor Park, Essex; or
boards, the names of plays, songs, books, Christmas and other W. C. Robson, French correspondent, 166, Rye Hill,
cards, everything possible is pressed into the service. In the Newcastle-on-Tyne. The Manor Park branch will hold the
street and at home a passing remark of one person to another following meetings at 14, Berkley-terrace, White Post-lane
will often give an inspired message if our hearts and ears are Sunday, at 11 a.m., students’ meeting ; and the last Sunday i>1
each month, at 7 p.m., inquirers’ meeting. Friday, at 7.30 p.m-.
open to receive it. The cliariots and horses of fire are all around for Spiritualists only, “ The Study of Spiritualism ” And atl,
us, and if only wc will open our eyes and be really and honestly Winifred-road, Tuesday, at 7.30 p.m., inquirers’ meeting. Also
willing to see the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the the first Sunday in each month, at 7 p.m., inquirers’ meeting,
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